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What is aUDDis?

it’s simply how the payments industry refers to the automated Direct Debit instruction 
service, a system which takes paper and pain out of the way Direct Debit instructions 
are exchanged between the biller and the customer’s bank; Direct Debit instructions, of 
course, are the first step in collecting regular Direct Debit payments.
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the challenge

launched in 1996, the expert Witness institute (eWi) is a not-for-profit membership body 
which supports the administration of justice and the early resolution of disputes through 
high-quality expert evidence from specialists.

a lean head-count numbering just 2.6 full time equivalents is responsible for managing a 
membership base of around 900; the heavily manual, legacy system in place for setting up 
and managing Direct Debits was increasingly demanding a disproportionate amount of time 
for a small team keen to focus more on the day-to-day needs of their members. 

not only was there a considerable resource requirement involved in administering the 
paper-based process, the sheer number of steps involved end-to-end, and the need for the 
multiple re-keying of information at different stages, meant that the established system 
was in need of an overhaul.

the eWi’s finance manager, sue James, explains: “the existing system was very manual, 
involving the filling in of spreadsheets and then even faxing the paperwork across to 
someone else to re-key the same details. each month we would then have to manually 
check all of the new member details against a document to ensure it was all correct.

“Quite simply it was onerous, open to human error, and we felt that we had no clear 
oversight of what had gone wrong when there was an issue, usually as a result of the 
manual nature of the system. 

“the lack of clarity and flexibility meant that changes to members’ payments weren’t 
always actioned in time ahead of a collection, which could lead to some difficult 
conversations. Understandably, if there was a problem with a payment then they  
wouldn’t be happy, and neither would we.

“to put things into perspective, at annual renewal time i would have to spend four to 
six weeks ensuring that the process was completed. this involved entering the details 
of around 450 members line-by-line and, to make things more challenging, the system 
wouldn’t flag that an error had been made and so reconciliation at that point could be 
hugely time-consuming.”

“Using oUr olD 
system, the lack 
of clarity anD 
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a collection, 
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the solUtion

Unsurprisingly, sue and eWi’s ceo, simon berney-edwards, were keen to improve the 
process and free up time for sue and the team to focus more on their valued members; 
when she was introduced to aUDDis by the bacs approved bureau, clearDebit, (formerly 
clear Direct Debit), she quickly realised it would provide an effective solution to the 
challenges they were facing. 

While those working at the ‘coal face’ were quickly convinced of the value a migration to 
aUDDis would bring, when it came to presenting the potential benefits to the eWi trustees, 
the figures spoke for themselves - with the move freeing up an estimated 150 hours, that 
was time (and money) that could be better spent on the overall member experience.

in terms of the migration process, sue was thankful of the support she received from 
coutts,  clearDebit, and pay.Uk, especially as matters were complicated by the way the 
existing established system had initially been set-up. 

sue said: “there were some quirks with the existing system which posed some challenges, 
but the support we got in terms of logistics, and a thorough explanation at each stage of 
the project, was hugely helpful for us. even with some hurdles to overcome, we could see 
immediately how the system was going to help us going forward, so it was definitely all 
worth it.” 

Despite the work required in unpicking some of the unique elements of the legacy system 
delaying the migration - which was completed in around 6 to 7 months - the benefits have 
been considerable since the organisation went live with aUDDis in December 2019.

“the benefits have 
been consiDerable 
since the 
organisation Went 
live With aUDDis in 
December 2019.”
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benefits

the savings in time, effort, and cost were clear to see, but there was also an unintended 
consequence of migrating to aUDDis, as sue explains: “coincidentally, we completed 
the migration not long before the emergence of covid, and all of the challenges that has 
brought with it. in hindsight, making the move to aUDDis meant that we could transition to 
remote working seamlessly, with the team able to carry out their work as if they were still 
in the office. 

“this wouldn’t have been possible in the same way if we were still using the legacy system; 
in fact, we haven’t needed to travel into the office since the start of the pandemic.”

“Quite honestly, if you look at the savings in both time and money as a result of migrating 
it has been amazing. not only did the move vastly reduce the time required to manage the 
Direct Debit process, we now feel that we are in full control of the process and can deliver 
an even better, and more flexible, service for our members. 

“the difference between the old system and now has been phenomenal, and has also paved 
the way for us to be able to offer members a paperless Direct Debit sign-up option, which 
we hope to roll out later in 2022.”

“QUite honestly, 
if yoU look at the 
savings in both 
time anD money 
as a resUlt of 
migrating it has 
been amazing.”

eCo-frIenDlY 
massive reduction in 
paper, saving money 
and delivering green 
benefits

flexIBIlItY 
staff can manage 
tasks remotely 
which ties in with the 
change in working 
practices including 
homeworking

fASt
the system offers 
time efficiencies by 
reducing the steps 
required to run the 
payments system    

increased security as 
information is stored 
digitally in a safe 
environment

SeCUre

AUDDIS DELIVERS 
REAL COMMERICAL 

ADVANTAGE

CoSt effICIent 
less hours spent by 
staff on managing the 
collection process 
means greatly reduced 
administration costs   

profeSSIonAl 
allows organisations 
to focus more on the 
day-to-day needs of 
their members or 
customers
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Why shoUlD yoU sWitch, too?

the eWi is just one of the many organisations that have already taken advantage of the 
considerable benefits in the payment collection process that are on offer from moving to 
aUDDis, including: 

• faster – set up and first payment collection is quicker through aUDDis

• smoother – aUDDis reduces chances of keying errors which have a detrimental impact 
on smooth payment collection; it also avoids DD instructions being lost in the post

• cheaper – aUDDis reduces the number of payments returned unpaid; and unpaids cost 
businesses valuable time to resolve and can affect cashflow

• better – a better customer experience, with reduced potential for hiccups in payment 
collection and the resulting customer dissatisfaction.

in addition, moving to aUDDis is the first step on the path to paperless Direct Debit, with 
all of its environmental, business, and customer benefits.

for more information on AUDDIS and what it can do for you, watch our short video here

“moving to aUDDis 
has saveD Us time, 
enableD Us to be 
far more efficient, 
anD has given Us 
more control.”

bacs.co.uk

 
contact Us
for more information on aUDDis, please contact 
Julia Dunne, business Development manager at: 
SchemeSupport@bacsservices.co.uk   
or visit bacs.co.uk
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https://www.bacs.co.uk/Services/bacsschemes/directdebit/services/Pages/Paperlessdirectdebit.aspx
http://www.bacs.co.uk
mailto:SchemeSupport%40bacsservices.co.uk?subject=
http://www.bacs.co.uk
https://www.bacs.co.uk/Services/bacsschemes/directdebit/services/Pages/VideoAUDDIS.aspx
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